Bronx Institutions Visited by Schools

- Bronx CIG Zip Code Centers
- Flow of Schools to CIG
- Zip codes with Schools that Visited Bronx CIGs

CIG survey 2017: School zips for onsite visits, NYC DCP 2017: Boroughs and neighborhood tabulation areas

Bronx CIG institutions reporting school visit data
- New York Botanical Garden
- Bronx Zoo
- Bronx Museum
Manhattan Institutions Visited by Schools

- ManhattanCIG Zip Code Centers
- Flow of Schools to CIGs
- Zip Codes with Schools that Visited Manhattan CIGs

CIG survey 2017: School zips for onsite visits, NYC
DCP 2017: Boroughs and neighborhood tabulation areas

Manhattan CIG institution reporting school visit data

- Carnegie Hall
- New York City Center
- NYC Ballet
- Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
- El Museo del Barrio
- Museum of the City of New York
- Museum of Jewish Heritage
Queens Institutions Visited by Schools

○ Queens CIG Zip Code Centers
- Flow of Schools to CIG
● Zip codes with Schools that Visited Queens CIGs

CIG survey 2017: School zips for onsite visits, NYC DCP 2017: Boroughs and neighborhood tabulation areas

Queens CIG institution reporting school visit data
- Flushing Town Hall
- Queens Botanical Garden
- Queens Museum
- Queens Theatre
- MoMA PS1